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Figure 1: Maximum probability maps of English and Korean color terms. Each point represents a 10 × 10 × 10 bin in CIELAB color space.
Larger points have a greater likelihood of agreement on a single term. Each bin is colored using the average color of the most probable
name term. Bins with insufficient data (< 4 terms) are left blank. English has 10 clusters corresponding to basic English color terms [BK69],
whereas Korean exhibits additional clusters for 남 ( ), 청록 ( ), 자주 ( ), 하늘 ( ), 연두 ( ), and 연보라 ( ).
Abstract
Color names facilitate the identification and communication of colors, but may vary across languages. We contribute a set of
human color name judgments across 14 common written languages and build probabilistic models that find different sets of
nameable (salient) colors across languages. For example, we observe that unlike English and Chinese, Russian and Korean
have more than one nameable blue color among fully-saturated RGB colors. In addition, we extend these probabilistic models
to translate color terms from one language to another via a shared perceptual color space. We compare Korean-English translations from our model to those from online translation tools and find that our method better preserves perceptual similarity of
the colors corresponding to the source and target terms. We conclude with implications for visualization and future research.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization design and evaluation methods; Visualization systems and tools;

1. Introduction
Associations between colors and linguistic terms (names) are valuable to consider when choosing colors for visual communication.
Salient colors with unambiguous names make it easier to refer to,
recognize, and recall graphical elements [RDD00]. Prior work contributes color name models in English as well as for unwritten
languages [CSH08, HS12, KBM∗ 09]. Though specific instances of
naming and perceptual differences have been studied across languages [GPRMA17,Ath09,ADKS11,WWF∗ 07], we lack multilingual color naming models to aid visualization and graphic design.
We construct color naming models [CSH08] across languages
based on crowdsourced color name judgments. We contribute:
• Two datasets of human color-name judgments: names for satc 2019 The Author(s)
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urated hues (with full saturation and brightness in HSV space)
across 14 common languages, and names for full colors (the entire RGB cube) in English and Korean.
• Probabilistic color naming models for each language and color
set. For the saturated hues, we investigate how the most nameable (salient) colors vary per language. For example, we confirm
that Korean and Russian have two nameable blue colors (하늘
and 파랑 , голубой
and синий
) in the saturated
hues [WWF∗ 07], unlike other languages (e.g., blue
in English).
• Application of our multilingual models to perform color term
translation. We compare our results to translations from popular
English-Korean online translation tools. We discover question-

